SUNSHINE, APRIL 13, 2024
BEAR DOWN FIELD, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
10:00AM - 7:00PM

2024
SPRING SOCIAL
POW WOW

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE TUCSON INDIAN CENTER AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

NORTHERN DRUM
STARPONT

SOUTHERN DRUM
GREASEWOOD SINGERS

MASTERS OF CEREMONIES
RYAN RUMLEY
(OkayoTohono Oodham)

ARENA DIRECTOR
DWAYNE PIERCE
(Cayuse/Tohono Oodham)

HEAD MAN
ALLEN KING
(Zuni/Pueblo/Navajo)

HEAD WOMAN
KATIE BEGAY
(Tohono Oodham/Ogala Lakota)

HEAD YOUNGMAN
TYRELL PHILLIPS
(Tohono)

HEAD YOUNG WOMAN
TATAE BEGAY
(Tohono Oodham/Ogala Lakota
/Navajo)

BLESSING
QUINTON ANTOINE
(Tohono Oodham)

HOST GOURD
SOUTHWEST GOURD SOCIETY

COLOR GUARD
YOEME POST 125

AGENDA:
9:00am - FUN RUN (University Blvd/UA Mall)
10:00am - POW WOW REGISTRATION & MARKETPLACE OPENS
10:45am- OPENING
Jacob Bernal, TIC Executive Director
Quinton Antone, Blessing
11:00am: GOURD DANCE,
SOUTHWEST GOURD SOCIETY
1:00pm: GRAND ENTRY
4:00pm: EVENING GRAND ENTRY
HEAD WOMAN SPECIAL
HEAD YOUNG MAN SPECIAL
7:00pm: CLOSING

Free Event!
All Dancers, Drum Groups and Royalties Welcome!

CONTACTS
NICKOLIS JOE: njoe@ticenter.org
JULIAN JUAN: julianjuan@arizona.edu
ANGELA NASEWYWEWA: nasewywewa@ticenter.org (Vendors)

The University of Arizona, its groups, the Tucson Indian Center, and event sponsors will not be responsible for any injury, loss, or damage that may be incurred to the participants, property, or to any other person prior to, during, or subsequent to this event.